Emergency Humanitarian Relief Programme in Areas of Social Infrastructure Development - (CAP – West Bank)

PROJECT AIM (OVERALL OBJECTIVE)
To provide employment opportunities through Infrastructure activities.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The programme aims to provide immediate humanitarian relief to Palestinians through the implementation of various projects in the areas of education, water, and municipal infrastructure development.

OBJECTIVES
- To create short-term employment opportunities.
- To provide humanitarian relief in essential areas of social infrastructure
- To provide capacity building to local counterparts

IMPACT STATEMENT
- To create the maximum number of short term and permanent job opportunities.
- Improved basic and social service infrastructure available to the communities.
- Improved quality and quantity of water supply.
- Decreased school overcrowding.

PROGRESS UP TO DATE
- 24 of 25 Community Service building have been completed.
- 9 of 10 schools benefiting from Additional Classrooms have been completed.
- The Vocational Training Centre in Qalqilya has been constructed and furniture and equipment has been purchased, and tools and machinery are under tender.
- 55 new sanitary units were constructed and 22 rehabilitated. 629 sanitary units holes either are new or rehabilitated.
House water cistern works at 30 project sites completed. In total 695 house water cisterns were built.

- 32 project sites encompassing storm water canals were constructed.
- 12 water supply and distribution system projects including water reservoirs, house water connections, networks, and distribution systems have been rehabilitated or constructed.

**OUTPUTS**

- The availability of water per capita, for 10,100 residents will rise reaching to 100-110 L/capita/day;
- The programme provided improvement in the quality and access to water, resources, relieved over-crowding in public schools, provided for a healthier sanitary environment.
- Provided the necessary infrastructure for essential services such as clinics, kindergartens, and woman and youth associations.

**CONSTRAINTS (if any)**

- Pending permits from Israelis have delayed project implementation in a school project.
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